INTERCOMS

AVCOM AC-2EX PORTABLE INTERCOM
Measures just 2 1/2 x 1 3/8 x 7/16 by 2 1/2”, it is designed to provide powerful communications you can depend on. The compact design makes it easy to carry in your flight bag, a feature pilots who rent aircraft will especially appreciate. Need 4 positions? Simply add the AC-2XM module to accommodate additional passengers. FEATURES: • AVCOM’s Expandable Portable. 2 to 4 place • Rugged compact design • Two 9V batteries with quick access or 12-28V DC power • Stuck mic indicator & Power-transmit LED • For use with mono or stereo headsets. Pilot priority PTT • Fail safe feature • WT: 14.1 oz • Full 3 year factory warranty ..............P/N 11-02264 ...........$227.26

DRE D-205E INTERCOM

AVCOM DX-AC6PA INTERCOM
Designed to provide the highest level of audio performance. The Quick Install Kit makes it a snap for almost anyone to install without the task of soldering individual connectors. Compact aluminum case that fits virtually anywhere on the panel. 2–6 place panel mount intercom. Quick install kit included. Rugged construction. Solid extruded aluminum frame. Compact size fits virtually anywhere. Power transmit LED. 12–28 volt compatible. Pilot priority PTT. Full three-year warranty P/N 11-02267 ..............$355.00

FLIGHT DATA SYSTEMS AP-60 AUDIO MIXER
An Audio Mixer is Required any time there is more than one Audio Source. This unit mixes and amplifies six audio inputs. Mounts behind the instrument panel. For Example: • Communications Radio Audio • Navigation Radio Audio • EFIS Warning Audio • Music Player Audio • Traffic Warning Audio Specifications • Aux. Audio Input * Compact (2.5” X 3.4” X 6”), Lightweight (2.1 oz) * 12-28 Volt Compatible * No Special Tools Required For Installation P/N 10-03427 .........$89.95

NAV-4 DATA PLACE INTERCOM

FLIGHTTECH ITC-2004 ENRI 4-PLACE INTERCOM

FLIGHTTECH ITC-401SJ INTERCOM
• Exclusive Background Noise Reduction Technology • Continuous Audio, No Missed Syllables or Words • Up to 110dB of Noise Reduction • Single Volume Control • Built-in Cell Phone/Aux Audio Interface • 9 Volt Battery Operation • External DC Power Jack and Power Cord • TTT for Keying Comm Radio • Small Size. 4”x2.5”x1.5” • Compatible with headsets with Electret Microphones • Three Year Warranty P/N 11-09736 .............$169.95

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE SKYCOM 200 PORTABLE INTERCOMS
SkyCom 200E 2-Place Intercom P/N 11-11860 .........$89.95 SkyCom 200E 4-Place Intercom P/N 11-11865 .........$118.95

COMTRONICS ULTRA-COM II INTERCOM
Comtronics has acquired the Two-place portable intercom was designed for pilot/copilot communication in high noise environments. Separate volume controls are adjustable by either the pilot or passenger to meet individual hearing needs. This intercom can be used as an intercom only or a complete package with the addition of a single transceiver using a matching Comtronics radio interface cable with push-to-talk switch. The ULTRA-COM II integrates directly with all Comtronics headsets and helmets providing air-to-air and air-to-ground communication. This intercom includes a 3-foot adapter cord connecting to various external inputs such as a radio interface cable with push-to-talk switch for a single transceiver. P/N 11-27240 $115.95

PS ENGINEERING PM 1000II 4 PLACE MONO PANEL MOUNT INTERCOMS
PS Engineering’s renowned voice activated intercom (VOX) eliminates clipped words and shuffling. Other features include individual volume and squelch controls for the pilot and copilot. Music can be added to the intercom for in-flight entertainment. Automatic muting when the intercom is active, or intercom and radio (PM 1000II-series) ensures uninterrupted communications. PS Engineering’s “SoftMute” gradually returns the music to the original level when conversation stops. PM 1000 is an effective 2-place intercom, with individual volume and squelch controls, while the 4-place PM 1000II adds a transmit indicator lamp, and music muting during radio traffic. The PM 1000II, 11-11922, has pilot isolate mode that allows the pilot to concentrate on flying, while the passengers enjoy music and conversation. The PM 1000II with CREW mode (P/N 11-11920) allows for separate intercom for the pilot and copilot positions, as well as separate music sources for front and back. On all PS Engineering intercoms the wire harness must be done by PS Engineering or a PS Engineering dealer or warranty is void. For a quote on 11-11922 PM 1000II with out crew wire harness , on 11-11920 PM 1000II with crew wire harness, or on 11-02553 please call 800-826-3160. Warranty: 1 year. PM1000II 4-Place Intercom P/N 11-11922 .........$359.95 PM1000II-w/External Crew and Record. P/N 11-11900 .........$520.95 PM1000II-w/Crew & Recorder. P/N 11-11905 .........$494.00 PM1000II-w/Crew & Recorder w/Extra Headset P/N 11-11910 .........$494.00 PM1000II 2-pl for dual audio panels P/N 11-05535 .........$799.95 Jack Kit (4-Place) P/N 11-11910 .........$35.00 2-1/4” Mounting Plate with Crew P/N 11-14383 .........$19.95 2-1/4” Mounting Plate with out Crew P/N 11-14360 .........$19.95

XCOM INTERCOM
Digitally controlled, intercom system suitable for nearly every 2 or 4 place aircraft. Features a full VOX (Voice Activated) intercom with second ability, music input with muting and the ability to use different branded headsets without compatibility issues. Successfully mated to the leading handsets as well as panel-mounted Icom, Narco, King and the like. Measuring only 2-1/8 x 1 x 3-7/8” or (53 x 24 x 100mm) and with a panel size of only 1 x 2.1/8 (63 x 24mm), it’s one of the smallest and lightest intercoms in the world and only draws 60 ma (at 14 V) during operation. Mount horizontally or vertically. No voice clipping occurs. Monitors and reduces background noise when the voice circuit is open. One simple DB15 connector is all that is needed, RS-232 port for future software updates. 2 com inputs cater for a primary airband com and a secondary VHF or Marine band transceiver. Additional input for CD player, FM Radio or MP3 player is available with auto muting to enable seamless communication in the cockpit. Voltage: 10-30 VDC. 2 yr warranty. P/N 11-02207 ..........$447.00
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